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THE
Vol. LVII

an
By· Paul Foster

No. 20

November

Bridgewater State College

I
Media Services Technician's
office, al0ng with windows
leading into· Library Room
One, the television classroom in Media Services and
the door window leading into
Athletic Director Bo Ruggerio's office.
According to Officer Frizzetti of Campus Police, the
burglars entered the mall
side of the library by breaking
the window leading into the
television. classroom in
Media Services. Once in the
fiprary, the burglars began
their destruction. Dr. Cook's
desk was broker. into where a
solar calculator and at least
three keys to various buildingsweretaken,alongwitha
$50 General Electric clock
radio. His secretary's desk
was also broken into and her
$80 Olivetti print-out calculator was stolen. The Media
Services technician had a

. Last Friday night, November 4, vandals broke into the
Clement Maxwell Library and
stole about $4310 worth of
media equipment, as well as
causing various amounts of
damage. Also broken into
was the campus maiiroom
where vandals stole money
and stamps and opened
packages.
ln a letter submitted to
President Adrian Rondileau,
· Dr. Glenn Cook, Director of
Media Services stated that
the break-in occurred sometime between 7:00 p.m. Friday when the Head Custodi an left and 6:00 a.m.
Saturday when he and
another ja.nitor returned to
work.
Cook said in his letter that
the vandals smashed a window in the mailroom, a dou.•... ,,.,.bJ~.,.,f~QJ.~,$: ... wwg:<~.YY;,,)r:~..,::t~~. ·....·.R!2£~~~~fl!S,~J~tqe,,~u9 if1,~i,}.~¥·,

officially appointed by the
S.G.A ... President Dobson
On Tuesday night (Novem- has made expenditures
ber 8th) at the Student exceeding $100.00 without
approval of the Sentate... ln
Government Association
direct violation of the S.G.A.
meeting, a letter was read by
Constitution President -DobVice-President David
son did not cause the FreshKutcher concerning the
man elections to be held on
impeachment of President
the last Wednesday and
Paul Dobson. The letter, subThu~sday of September ... ln
mitted by Class of 1986 Senacomplete neglect of duty,
tor Terry Miller, included
President Dobson did not
seven "blatant misconducts
adve.rtise the openings of the
committed by the S.G.A.
student representatives .on .
President."
. The accusations against the· All-College Committee
Dobson as stated in the letter per se the Faculty Contracare as follows: "In direct vio- t...ln direct violation of-the
lation of the Student Govern- S.G.A. Constitution, Presiment Association Constitu- dent Dobson entered into a
tion, Paul Dobson has been legal agreement without the
participating on the All-. consent of the Treasurer or
College Committee as a full the Assistant Treasurer... l.n
voting member without being

1983

vage Libf ary
stolen from his desk. Five
cassette tape recorders were
taken from the ·equipment
shelves along with a video
cassette recorder.
Media Services was not the
only location in the library
that was vandalized. The burglars then forced open the
door leading from the library
to the mailroom. In there,
according to Shirley Wilbur,
mailroom clerk, packages
were opened and cash and
stamps were taken. Wilbur
said federal postal authorities have taken fingerprints
and are investigating the
crime because of the federal
offense incurred by the illegal opening of private mail.
Violet Freedman, a library
custodian, was the first person to discover the break-in.
She said something was
wrong when she was

Window. where vandals

entered.

Retouched photo: Chris Harwood

See LIBRARY pg.9

"Blatant Misconducts"
By Deb Santheson

10~

Plus/Minus A_ Plus?
By Janet Coffey

the Academic Advising Committee, it is then sent to the
All-College Committee for a
decision. If approved by the
All-College Committee, the
proposal is sent to President'
Rondileau for a final decision. The new grading systern will then be in affect for
the 1984-85 year if the proposal is adopted by President
Rondileau.
.

blatant abuse of his power as
The. plus and minus gradS. G.A~ President, Paul Dobing system may soon be a
son has been using his execreality as early as the 1984-85
utive office and its facilities to
academic. year. The process
conduct a personal and prof~
is now under way bythe Acaitable buslness .. .ln abuse of demic Advising Committee
power, Pau I Dobson conwho are making recommentacted a student in regard to a
dations about the possible
Student Affairs Committee
new. grading system.
appointment. It was obvious
Once the plus and minus
from the content of this letter
system is recommended bY
that he was misleading this· :1111111111111111111m111111mm11mm111111111m111m1111111m1111m111m11111mm1111mmmm111mmmma::
student on student Government procedures."
§==I
The Student Court will
convene to discuss this matter on Thursday and open
discussion will be held.by the
S:G.A. members at the next
meeting on Tuesday night at
Gregory Mathis
rdad said to me, 'This Is al
6:00 p.m. in the S.G.A. §
nightmare. Hopefully, I wi.1155
chambers. Everyone is
§ On December 1st, a 21- awaken and everything will§
encouraged to attemd. '
~year-old Bridgewater State be fine."
i
§College student will be on
The letter continues,§
itrial at the Immigration Build- "Bridgewater was nothing§
§ing. Mehrdad Hajian is an special for him before, just asi
!Iranian who came to this most of the BSC studentsi
§country at the age of 16, and a may feel. However, under the§
~couple of weeks ago was circumstances, being a BSC~
agement Act and the Mass. §deprived of his student status student must be heavenly." §
Clean Water Act because the §and has become a fugitive.
"His charge lies in the fact§
plant·was dumping an over- e Mehrd(ld and his friends that he worked 20 hours aE
abundance of toxic wastes ihave taken the initiative to week in q. Cumberland§
and contaminating thewa~er. ·. ifight for his human rights. On Farms. Nothing more than§
.Quring 1981 and 1982, the §Tuesday a table was setup in that! This violated the immi-~
Department of Environ men.;. §front of the Bookstore in the gration law wh!ch states that;
tal Quality, and Engineering §Student Union, as friends of a person who enters the Uni-~
(DEQE) .kept tight control ·iMehrdad asked students to ted States with a studentvisa§ ·
and took preventive mea- §sign petitions which might is not allowed to work offi
sures by checking the .con- §help him in his court case.
campus.''
. ..
. .~
tainerized waste for any signs § In a letter submitted to The
The letter by Inoue states~
of leakage. In October, 1982, §Comment by Jiro Inoue, .the that Mehrdad was. arrested,i
the DEQE paid Jetline Servi- areal seriousness of the situa- jailed, and then bailed outfor5
can be understood. "A
.
i
See WASTE pg~9 icouple of nights ago, MehSTUDENT pg.4 §

!

l_~. . 'This ·iS a Nigh(mare' I

Student Faces
Deportation

lay

Toxic Waste: Questions Raised
By Janet Coffey

The Cannons Engineering
Corporation (CEC), better
known as the Bridgewater
Hazardous Waste Site
'located on First Street in
Bridgewater, has become a
continuing concern to many
people due to the plant's past
leakage problems of toxic
waste. With the help of Professor Furlong, The Comment was able to get some
insight into the toxic waste
situation.

In 1974, the CEC pur,..
chased the· property in
Bridgewater from Benson
Realty Trust. The. CEC ~as
licensed under Massachu;.
setts law from 1974 to June,
1980 to tra,nsport.. store, and
incinerate hazardous waste.
Due to falsified records, the
CEC's I icen se was suspended in June, 1980 for
incinerating far more toxic
waste than what was actual !y
reported by the company.
TheCECwasalso in violation
of the Hazardous Waste Man-

iuon
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Commentary

One More Time.

• •

Dear Editor,
brought up to belive these
It really disturbs me to see assumptions, but if you really
so many of the respondents
thought about it why shoutd
to the article on the "Buck a we try to destroy something
Tuck" · Operation trying to
that is doing some good. I
would rather see more unity
make more out of it than it is.
What started out as a sugges- on this camp us than
Uon on how to raise some · opposition.
money originally planned to
I believe most college stube used to refurnish the
dents to be mature, and I
lounge has turned into a
believe it wrong to take away
debate about sexism.
any pure in.ni;>cent fun they
Liz Scroggs wants to get
may need to, satisfy that part
her opinion (and the opinion . of them which is childlike.
of others) of the women's
And that is what I believe the
movement (pro-feminism)
"Buck a Tuck" Operation was
across to many but I believe
meant to be.
·
she has gone about doing it
incorrectly. I think many profeminists assume too much
that people tend · to place
women in the category of sex
objects. From the original
article, there was nothing to
Dear Editor,
suggest ·women as sex
When I first read Ms. Liz
objects. Miss Scroggs actu- Scrogg's original commenally placed thoughts of this tary I thought she had overkind into many after she
reacted. However, after
wrote her letter.
thinking about it for awhile, I
That's the biggest problem
realized her points were
today. People assume too valid.
·
much, and don't take anyI would just like to state
thing for what it is on the surface. It's true ryiany of us were

I commend the Freshmen
females from 5th floor Shea
for their effort of reaching out
to others in order to raise
money for a good use. I lived
at the Hill for two-and-a-half
years, and serving on the
Judicial Board last year has
given me the insight to know
that any money earned can
be put to good uses there. I'm
glad to see new students getting into the "School Spirit"!
Hey, what better way is there
to meet other students!
Sincerely yours,
Lisa Marie Menn

And Finally .

• •

that I support Ms. Scroggs'
beliefs and that I respect her
for not compromising these
beliefs even though it seems
that popular opinion on this
campus is against her.
Thank you Ms. Scroggs
and keep up the good work.
Patrice Maloney

"Keep Up the 'Good Work"
'

.

'·.,

Dear Editor,

to

. :j~ ',,t

' \.

females involved were having
as much fun for their part as
the males.
As a 1981 graduate of BSC
1 would also like
~ay to
who had fun in college as well the present students of BSC
as taking time to establish a .that not all graduates share
solid base for my c.areer, I Mr. Fishman's view of world
wish to compliment the edi- politics (certainly not I!). His
torial staff for supporting call. for student acti'Jisrn to
Kevin Roberts in the face of protest this, and protest tliat,
QVerblown criticism from is as near-sighted ·aff our
"feminists" and "1979 mas- "upset feminist's" feminism. r ·
ters graduates." Mr. Roberts would like to ask them both:
simply reported his story, What ever happened to
which to me appeared as a enjoying life and having
light-hearted look at "exploi-. some fun whife in college? ·
tive" references in Mr. Too many people today feel
Roberts' choice of words to they have to carry the world's
notice that ·perhaps the problems on their shoulders

''

"

and neglect to have a sense
of humor and not take them- ·
selves too seriously. Constant protesting serves no
constructive in society; working to find solutions to problems does and is infinitely
better .for the health of the
nation.
As a former Comment
newspaper columist, I'd like
to say keep up the good .work.
I have found much success in
my career because of my
many experiences af BSC.
Bridgewater State is a great
prace. Enjoy!
Louis M. Ricciardi

To the BSC community
We must spend more time
considering the BSC Transit
System, and alternatives to
the system. This wiU help us
to better meet the needs of
the commuter, while alleviating the parking situation.
Through discussion and
studying of the proposal
some major concerns were
brought to my attention. The
3 major concerns are (1) the
time schedule of the system,
(2) the finances surrounding
the system and (3) the input
of. the college community
into the system.
The proposed ti mes for the
K-Mart Campus route is restrictive on the Brockton commuter, in that, the person
must come to and leave the
campus during the scheduled times. This problem
can be seen· in the students
who have 10:00 classes, have
an hour wait, or get out of
class at 1:00 and have over a
two hour wait, to use the bus
to get home. Does this portion of the service truly reflect
the needs of this significant
group?
The cost of the system has
been spread throughout the
college community. The fees
are: Full time Residents and
Commuters, $10.00; Parttime students, $5.00; and
P.C.E. students, $2.00. Distinctions have been made in
the fees in accordance with
the time and ability to utilize
the system. No distinction is
made between between the
resi9efJts and commuters,
atthough cl,ose to 8 hours of
the on campus shuttle will be
mostly, if not totally, utilized
by residents.
The Brockton Area commuter whose use of ttie System is depended upon, has
an additional cost of .50 per
day and depending upon
which side of the BAT terminal a student lives, the charge
incurred over a school year
can -amount to $120.00 to utilize the "free service".
The proposal consists of
two buses. A campus shuttle
operating a total of 16~ hours
per day, from 8:00 a.m. to
12:30 a. m .. The second bus
route will be from the K-Mart,

The Comnlent

Deadlines T;;~~~;=
Entertainment
News
Monday:
Features ·
Advertisements
Wednesday
Personals
Late News
Emergency Bulletins
Classifieds
Announcements
Cartoons
Letters to the Editor Graphics

(Established .1928)
Editor-in-Chief
Stuart E. Gardner
Man~ging Editor
Edward D. Huntress

News
Co-Editors
Janet Coffey & Deb Santheson
Staff .

.

-

Entertainment
Editor
Scott Esau•
Staff
Robert Flynn. Mark Pimenta,
Bob Smith, Robert Treaton
Production
Production Assistant·
Donna Schofield
Distribution Manager
David Cormier

on the Brockton-West
Bridgewater line, to the campus. This bus will he in operation during the hours of 7:20
a.m. to 9:00 a.m., then resuming at 3:20 p.m. until 5:20 p.m.
There is also a proposed
noon to 1 :00 p. m. run, creating a total of 4 hours and 40
minutes of Brockton service.
The approval of the System
by the college community
has not been properly met.
The survey, of the Brockton
area commuters, was
returned by62 people, 100/oof
the total commuting population of Brockton. The Executive Board of the dormitories
has given approval. of the
System. Being concerned
with residents interests, the
board must see the benefits
of the extended shuttle and
Brockton services at no real
additional cost. A shuttle service is al ready in existence,
offered to residents on days
of inclement weather and in
the evening. The present cost
to the resident is $5.00 per
semester.
The commuters nave given
approval or have they? The
recently formed commuter
group, OCAGSA, with 12
charter members is going to
give approval. Is a loose
organization of 12 people
enough to adequately
represent the commuters, a
group of 3,000 people? Student input, especJally that of
the commuters, is necessary
for an appropriate solution to
the parking situation we are
now faced with.
Alternatives must be
explored further. Two alternatives are (1) laying of new
parking spaces on campus,
and (2) satellite parking on
the outer limits of ·the
campus.
We, the student body of
BSC, must reconsider the
BSC Transit System and its
alternatives. to achieve an equitable solution for afl. Be
heard from, contact the
Office. of StudenLServices,
have your views considered.
Thank you,
Richard Fay
Transportation ·Advisory
Group
Commuter

Fall 1983 Publication Schedule
All of thf?following dates are Thursdays and a~e
subject to change.
Nov IO, 17, *,Dec I~ 8, 15, *
• indicates a week ·without a paper. ·

Sports
Editor
Gregory Mathis
·Staff
D<?uglas Benson,

...... .......................... ..... .
•,

~

The Comment is a student

support~d

and operated
weekly' newspaper serving the academic community of .
Bill Brassil, Paul Foster,
~ike Storey
Bridgewater State.College. Editorial policy is deterJoe Gouveia, Beth Ward
mined by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Features
Office an.d Management
Editorial Board. Re-publication ofall material herein
Editor
is prohibited without the expressed written permisBusiness Manager
sion of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
. Nancy DuPont
Barbara Glauben
.....;;c
become th.e property of The Comment. Letters to the
Graphics
Advertising Manager
Editor are encouraged but may be limited to 250
1ii
Michael Ricciardi
i:l
words 'or less and must be typed. Letters, classified
Roberta Bena
~
advertisements and all other written materials are
a. subject to condensation. Advertising rates are availaContributing Writers:
Contributing Photographers:
g ble upon .reque.st. Any person wishing to join The
Margaret Flaherty
Editor: Christopher Harwood. Ed Donahue, u
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
the Managing .Editor. All correspondence should be
.
·
Elizabeth Norton, Ed Santilli
to The Comment, Student Union Building.
* Congratulations to Scott on his new position as Entertainment Editor. Also special thanks to Kevin Roberts addressed
Bridgewater State College, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
for ,a super Jo)) .in Jhe p<\st. 19 issqest .. , . • . .. , ...
Te,Ieph~p~:, (61{)697:-·l'200 •. ext.·2JS&.
,,· ...• ·"·.·,.·~ ...."
... ...

e

•

(,

:;,

Thursday,

An exhibit of 25 landscape
photographs by Bridgewater
State professor John Droege
are on display until
November 23 in the Art Building's Anderson Gallery.
Droege received formal art
education in printmaking and
drawing, which he currently
teaches. He seriously began
taking photographs in 1978.
Since then, he has participated in several exhibitions
across the United States.
Locally, he has won awards
at Plymouth's Outdoor Art
Show and Brockton's
Summer Fest.
When Droege finds an
interesting landscape, he
often takes photographs, in
both black and white and
color. The photograph
"Evening Low Tide and Fog,
Near Tenants Harbor,
Maine", was taken both ways.
"The photograph was
interesting in color," Droege
said, "but in black and white
the scene is more dramatic.
The viewer can get~ feeling
for the time of day, with the
sun setting and the fog rolling in."
Droege explains that the
photographs of window
reflections from Maine· and
Nantucket are· also landscapes in their own way.
"1.n the photograph of
Christmas Window, you can
see

Smoke Out
The Great American Smoke Out Kick-Off Day will be held
on November 16. Special events will be held in the Student
Union foyer from 10:00 to 2:00 p.m. Both smokers and nonsmokers are invited to attend.
This day prefaces the Great American Smoke Out sponsored by the American Cancer Society. November 17 is designated as the day smokers kick-the habit for 24 hours.

Shriver Center Fund Drive
Sorority and Fraternity Students: Please remember to sign a
pledge card for the upcoming fund drive. While the Drive is
going well, we still need many more volunteers.
The Drive is being held on Saturday, November 19, and we
encourage all the fraternities and sororities to make their
turnout 100%.
·
Also, if you have signed a pledge card, or intend to do so,
please honor your commitment. We a~e counting on you.
For more information contact John Lanata.

Freshmen Support Group
Freshmen Support Groyps _are now forming on campus.
~~-~~~-~~~~---~~~~-~~-~
Groups will be limited in size and will be open for dealing with
any personal issues. If you are interested, sign up in the
Freshmen Advising Center in the Library. November 14-18
anticipates first meeting.

I Time is running out... I

for you to .contribute your artworks, fiction, and ~
h
l
S.A.M.
poerty to t e next issue of the Bridgewater Arts § Time magazine wrote about him - S.A.M. invites you to see
~ Review.
him! The Society for the Advancement of Management wel-

i~

I

comes all to see Mr. Daniel Boyle, Personnel Manager for
~ Diamond International. Mr. Boyle will speak on.his experien~ ces in the personnel field and the productivity incentive sys~ tern he devised - the 100 club - which saved the parent
company more than one million dollars in gross financial
\ benefits last year. Again, everyone is welcome to see Mr.
~ Boyle on Wednesday, November 16th at 7:00 p. m. in the Stu-

l

~
~

WHAT WE NEED·

r~

..

1

\

•

!
~
S

HQ W TO CONTRIBUTE:·

S

a •. la{:lds~..., tP,r,9~~h

.

Poetry and fiction of any length
Any artwork that can be reproduced in
black and white

i'

another window ·on the.,oth.er
side of the house."
Reflections in water have.
always fascinated Droege,
and these are represented in
three photographs from the

.~.,; T'.'.':Ji'JJ;9J1,.i;~,Q]i:'Qt.:9.Yf lnf9"}J.e,:o.JlJ. rr./J. q. ;..l]Q1f,.,, ::•·
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. dent Union Demonstra~~:,=:::·Ball ·
S

§ Anthony~s

,,,

l

i
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Oasis
·Notes

By Joyce E. Turnbull -

I

ATTORNEY

DONALDHADGE

2~~:omk:.:nol~:~~~~:rcd~~bailcs.

The Fina.I Deadline is
DEC EMBE.R } S t •

!

i......._...._.,.,._.c,..-.c~t..-..c,.._..~~~

Crystal· Ballroom in West ·Bridgewater on Friday,

December
,,
LJ
1
The Cbrh;;~rHeati6;;Cfub to7di~H~J;~·t;:;6~'"'i~'~'~6tt~;·''''"'
~
~ House (serving apple cider, coffee, and donuts) at 11 :DO on
~
~ Tuesday, November 15 in the Student ·Union Rathskellar
•
\ (Ground Floor). Everyone is welcome to come and talk to
~
~ other students. faculty members. and other club members of
~
.
~ the Communications Department. Come and find out more
t
S about the department, the courses offered, the majors and
1
·
.
·
c concentrations o'ffered, and also about upcoming events!
~ __ ._...._.;..__.._,.._,._._..._..,,,__..._._.._.._..._.._...._.._.._, :j\?H
__
o.;...pe_to_s_ee_.;;..y_o_u_t_he_r_e_!_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___;...
Susan Sadofsk to Speak
Susan Sadofsk is to speak on Women in Mathematics and . ·
Lady Ada Lovelace on Tuesday, November 15 at 11:00 a.m. in
Room C-218 of the Burrill Ave. building. All are welcome.
1

,_..,.....~.....,.~~.....,.e....,.•,.._.,..,

.F.: I had a nice SaturdaY
night. I just thoug?t I'd l~t
you know. Yours: Ducky. i

It's not too early to begin thinking about asking that special

·~ someone to this year's Christmas Ball. It will be held at

Leave zt with the Commen.t Secretqry, ':: .. ,
Bring it to one of our meetings
(Tue. at 11:30am in the Comment Office).

'

Ii t

commerit

Budget Packets
To all SGA recognized clubs and organizations: Complete
Budget Packets will be due at the SGA office (third floor,
Student Union} on Wednesday, November 16 by 4:00 p.m.

then return to favorite places
at a later time.
John Droege sums up his
general philosophy on photography by stating why he
enjoys taking landscape photographs. "I have taken many
photographs that give me
great pleasure, but my favorites are those which make
people want to go out and see
for themselves what I have
seen."
This exhibition must be
seen by anyone who enjoys
fine photography. The exhibition is located in the Anderson Gallery on the first floor
of the Art Building and is
open Monday through Friday
from 8:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.

White Mountains. He presents two photographs · of
birch trees covered with
snow which are reflected in a
quiet mountain pond. The
other photograph depicts
autumn in full splendor. It is
simply, and aptly, titled
Reflections.
The White Mountains and
the Maine coast are favorite
locations for Droege. "I like
to take photographs in the
White Mountains because
the moods are always so
changing," he said. "Different seasons and times of day
present different photographs on each visit." But
Droege likes to keep moving
and see different places, and

The

Announcements

Droege Exhibit at Anderson Gallery
By Edward Santilli

November· to; 1983

I want to thank everycine

for th~ir vote, and I hope that
this 1983-1984 school year
will be an active one for the

Unfortunately., my submis-

Computer Day Trip
The Math/Computer Science Club will be sponsoring a day
trip to the Computer Museum in Marlboro on Saturday,
November 19. Anyone interested in going should contact
Mike Raia, Box 131, Ttllinghast HalL

!i A

sion was not received on time
-for printing. In the future, r
Oasis Notes will be in by 1

l\

$50 PRJZ£...

willbeawardedbyth.eBridgewaterArtsReview \

!
~

::~~ng~r:;:~~u~-~h~~U,:~~ . · ::~~~~~~~:~~~.o~eo~~~b~~ \ to the winner, of our "CDul?r Con.test".

make your serections priOttrr
class registration, November
17, 18, 2·1, and 22, OASIS will
HOURS 3:00 - 7:00 p.m.
be holding counseling sessions on Monday, November
14, and Tuesday, November
NOVEMBER:
15 between 11 :oo a.m. and
1:00 p.m. in t~e Rathskeller.
15, 22, 29, Tuesdays.
Bring your 1.unch, and coffee
10, 17, Thursdays
will be provided. We need
everyone's support during
Monday the 21st
these meetings to make them
a success this year. OASIS
·officers as well as Dorie
DECEMBER: 1
AuCoin of the PROGRESS/Oufreach office will be
there to,assist.
THE ATTORNEY IS IN THE
I am sorry that I was unable
STUDENT UNION BUILDING
to notify everyone via The
Comment about our NovemTO ALL B.S.C. STUDENTS:
ber 8 and 9
We disFREE LEGAI-,ADVICE "" . c.u.ssed "Colle9.e for the Older
.__ _ _ _....................,.... ' StudeHt: •;ts it worth it?"

OFFICE SCHEDULE

meetings~

30,we 'Will be meeting in the
Rathskeller between 11 :00
a.m. and 1:OO p.m. to discuss
feedback froin our survey
sheet. We also have. offers
from numerous guest speakers on a variety of subjects to
discuss. I am sorry. to
announce that Katherine
Fletcher will· not be able to
give her talk on November 30
on self assertiveness.We will,
however, try to schedu'le this
talk for next semester.
If you haven•t attended an
OASIS (Older than Average
Age Students in School)
meeting in· the past, now
wouldbeagoodtimetosampie one.· I have enthusiast~c
expectations for
this
year, and. thank
you again for
. your support

OAS!~

.

~

THE DETAILS:

~

Must make full use.
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~

. Must

~
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color
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be non-realistic
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Must be in proportions of 2 by 3
(cover will pe 6"wide x 9"/ong)

S
r
l

~j

HOW TO
ENTER.·
·

~.

Drop it off at our Info Booth mailbox
Or, leave i.t with the Comment Sec.reta. ry
Or, bring it to one of our meetings .
(Tue. at 11:30am in the Comment Offjce).
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Lectur on
Education

,~NOT JUST PIZZA!
IT'S .....
-~

CAMPUS PIZ

~

IT

§I

MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE!

II

* SUPER HOT GRINDERS * GARDEN SALADS

"Comprehensive Statewide Planning for Public
Higher Education: A Need
Not Met", a discussion on the
concept of long-range planning in public higher education, will be presented by Dr.
Thomas F. Duffy of Massachusetts Maritime Academy
on Wednesday, November
16, at 3:00 p.m. in thed
Library Lecture Hall at
Bridgewater State College.
In his talk, Dr. Duffy will
focus on the concept of longrange planning and the
establishment of planning
agencies with enough power
to become· education's spokesman. He will also examine
the concepts of autonomy,
academic freedom, and
~ccountability, offering the

means to close the gap
between educators and
politicians.
Dr. Duffy, who holds
degrees from St. John's University . and Northeastern
University, is an assistant
professor of humanities at
Mass. Maritime, where he
also serves as chairperson
for the Humanities Department.
The lecture is free and
open to the public and is
being sponsored by the Southeastern Association for
Cooperation in Higher Education in Massachusetts
{SACHEM). For further information regarding the lecture,
please contact Dr. Joel Litvin
at Bridgewater State College,
697-1200, ext. 2137.·
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Call 697 - 3336

Plaza, Bridgewater

II Classifieds $ ~~el
.f:P-Q.

I.

Senior Yearbook Pictures
STUDIO ONE photographers will be at Bridgewater State College on
No¥ember 2t and22 to tak.e.
the first group of senior portraits. All. seniors who are
leaving BSC in Decemberare
urged to take advantage of
this opportunity to have pictures taken.
A studio will be set up in the
Student Union Make-up
· Room (near the Communications office) with the adjacent
changing rooms available for
clothing changes. The hours
have been established for
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Any
problems with thepe hours
will be .taken into consider"'."
ation.
Appointments can be
made with the ·secretary of
the Comment/Yearbook
Office. A signup sheet has
been posted with all r.i.~ces
sary information.

B.J.K.: Will you marry
me? Fiver.·

"YOU'RE

WHAT?"

The way people react when
you tell them you're pregnant.
isn't important. The way you feel
about it is. So if you're pregnant
and not so sure you want to be,
talk to us. Our counselors
are specially trained to help
. you make the decisiOn that's right
for you. General anesthesia
available. Call 738~6210. · '
· Preterm. The most experienced
· reproductive health care center
in the Northeast.

Pf term

·A licensed non-profit health care.facility..

.1842-~e~o.n Str~et, Brookline1MA:0~14.().

Additional hours for portraits will be held during the
week of .February 6-to, 1984.
But .seniors are encouraged
to make early appointments
to have proofs completed
before the end of the curre:nt
semester. Only those seniors.,
who ~ave placed a glossy in

the Yearbook will be eligible
to_ receive oneat_no charge.
Complete 'tnforrnation· has
·been ·mailed to each seniot.
Additional ·packets may be
obtained in ·. the· Yearbook
Office, in the Student Union
Building, next to the
Bookstore.
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For Sale: 2 new 13" radial.
snow tires. See Brenda in ·
203 Durgin.
.. ·
.·
: . . .
·.. For Sal~: ~~rea~,~-5draw- ..
~-J~~rs, ~:9.09~h«~Qlil.d~t•Q·f}. ~25 or
\b.o. 'G'n[I 697=-4811-~fte(S:OO
:·; p.m.
·· .:.

· For Sale: ·Harmony 6 string
· guitar with ··case.. Nie.~
sound. $80 .. Also., . stereo~
Bogen amp, sony tuner,
Garrard turntable, speaker~; .:.afl'fdr'$150."Call extensi'O'f1
·1328.

If you submit a classified ad
For Sale: 1974 Pinto mini
for
publication, please
wagon; new paint job.; Hres,
seats. Ffun's well, good rnpg: . advise·us>how long you Wish
the ad to run. If we receive
AM-FM stereo 8 track. $450
no notification, we will print
or b.o. Also, 1974 Buick
·the
ad only .if we have space
Apollo, has damage to driv:for it.
er's side. Car is otherwise
very solid--just needs a little
Bass guitarist and Q'Oitarist
looking for drummer, guitawork. $400 or b.o. Call 8225503 after 7:30 p.m. or leave
rist, possibly keyboardist to
reform band. We'll play anya message at The Comment
. office forNancy.
thing from AC/DC to Emmylou ·Harris. Vocals nice but
'
not a must. Call 822-9823
The Catholic Center at Bridgewater State Colleg~ will hold The Comment publishes Classiafter 8:00 and ask for Chris.
its sixth annual Christmas Bazaar drr Saturday, December 3 fied ads free of ch.arge to
members of the BSC communfrom 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m'.
Car Stereo: AM/FM cassette
ity
.. Submit your ad by noon on
The Grand Prize Raffle will be a "Fun-Money Weekend" for
Craig Stereo w/Jensen
the
Monday
of
the
week
it
is
to
two. Deluxe accomodations will be at the S.heraton-Fa1mouth
speakers.
$100.00. Call Jim,
run.
"
for two evenings; The gift package alsQ3ncludes $50.00 in
697-9392.
cash for spending money plus $20:00 in "Fun Money" for use Roomate Needed- male or
fn the Dining Room or Lounge while at the Inn. The Sheraton- female to share expenses in ·-SKI Conway - Mt. Whittier:
Seasonal Rental $200/
Falmol.Jth is located in scenic Falmouth and features nightly . off campus apartment or
month plus utilities. Availaentertainment and many wonderful "extras".
house. r:or more informable Dec; 1 to May 1 . Two
The First.Prize Raffle will .be a Panasonic AM/FM ·Stereo tion; call 584-7040 before
bedrooms. Sleeps ·8. Call
Receiver with spectragraph, built-in cassette recorder and 7:30 a.m. or after 10:30 p.m.
871-0539 after 5.
automatic record changer plus 3-way speaker system. Other
raffles include handmade quilts and afghans.
Two Roommates· wanted:
Needs home: 7 mos. Female
Special features include holiday decoration, kn~tfed work,
Male or female. $100 . per
Black Lab. Has all shots and
baked- goods, crafts, plants, sweaters, wreaths, and many · month. ·call 697-3637. 4
has. been spayed. For more
gifts.
miles from college.
info. call Beth at 378-3877.
A Mug and Muffin cafe will be open during the bazaar for
refreshments and a complete luncheon. will be served from
1t:30 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Tickets go on. sale November 18 and are ·available at the
Catholic Center, 122 Park Avenue, Bridgewater, or from committee members. The public is invited to attend.

Catholic Center
..

·-

>'

MUSICAL CHRISTMAS CARD PLAYS A MELODY!.
Get yours for the holidays by simply sending $2.99

Students (ftom p. 1)

$1,500.00 when · he was
reported to the Immigration
Office. Said Inoue, "What he
did looks like a small mistake.
What he has to pay is grave,·
unbearable, and fatal.''
"All .we can do for him at
·the ·moment is to collect as
many signatures as possible
fQra . petition t~ influence the
"',., ~,~toi,, .. i<

'y

·~ ~

""

....

,,, ...

'I'

Immigration and political
bodies. We are asking the
SSC professors, the SGA
Office, Senators Tseng.as
and 'Kennedy, Governor
Dukakis, and others, but
much. more importantly, we
need your suppor:t ... I :defi.nitely bel.ieve the petition w.ill
work f Or the QOO(j of. his

Also Available . .

BIRTHDAY •·AJVNIVERSARY• * GET WELL
For each card please indicate your· choice mail to: .
M

JEWELRY UNLIMITED
BOX 2582 (Dept Cll)

TAUNTON, MA. 02780
Ordendor CHRlSTMAS CARDS. Will be accepted until NOV. 25, 1983

~f.Ul,t(t:~~:: ~·-.:. ';·;if·',~:.~~·~~~~~~~~~.::~. ~;,,.~~.'~~;~::~~'*'~.;~.~a' ~;"1;,;1'*~'5i;.~~- .,,,..,,~,,;~. \.· ~· '

"I Love to Ski - but should I make
a career out of it?"

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

By Bruce Tamlyn
Almost everybody has a
hobby, interest, or skill that
they really enjoy. Whether it
be tennis, cooking, stamp
collecting, writing, or whatever, there is something we
enjoy doing more than most
other things. What ever this
might be for you, you probably question from time to
time if this interest can be
parlayed into a career or at
least ajob. How can I t~ke my
interest in sun bathing and
make a living out of it? Maybe
by becoming a sun-tan lotion
tester!
In career counseling jargon this issue is called the
Vocation/Avocation question. A vocation is an interest

someone makes their living
from or as Webster states,
"the work in which a person is
regularly employed." An avocation, on the other hand, is
an interest pursued purely for
enjoyment, or again with
Webster's help, " a subordinate occupation pursued in
addition to one's employment especially for enjoyment." There is a large
difference between the avocation/vocation perspective,
and sometimes we can get
them confused. There are
two opposite perspectives
from which the Vocation/ Avocation question can be
viewed.
First there is the understanding that one loves to sail
but feel it is absurd to think of

TSB!s latest, greatest,
science fiction thriller..
SEE OUR
FINE COLLECTION
* Bookshelf Games

* Character Sets
* Paints

* Manuals
* Modules
*Books
*Dice

WEST SHOPPING CENTER
l 12TORREY STREET

. BROCKTON, M~~2401
TELEPHONE: 583-4700

making a living out of something one enjoys so much ...
work needs to be work. Here
the rigid understanding of
work eliminates enjoyable
possibilities for earning a living .... "work can't be something I enjoy."
As for the record perspective, there is a mind set that
says work should be purely
fun and enjoyable .... "I love
to eat chocolate chip cookies. Maybe I could become
the Cookie Monster! Work
shouldn't be work at all, but
rather constant fun.
Of ·course these two perspectives are gross general izations with most of us falling
in between these polar opposites. But before you think
work has to be work and no
fun, or work hastobefunand
no work, you may want to
consider the following:
-Do you know what ice
cream tastes like after 3 days
of tasting it?
-What might happen if your
weekend tennis game or sail
needed to be repeated each
day 9-5?
-Have you ever concentrated on your hobby for a
week
straight?
The important point is to
gain as realistic a perspective
as pos$ible on what it would
be like .for you to change one
of your avoctions into a vocation. This is not to say that it
can't be or shouldn't be done;
in fact, it is good to give.your
avocations car.eer considerath:m':' But~··. wJ:len. cqAt1idedog
such . options, it is good to b.e
aware of the Avocation/Vocation issue.
0

Sunimer '84 Overseas Work
If you are at least a sophomore, enrolled and
in good standing at a 4 year college or university, and majoring in any of the sciences or
math, you are eligible to apply for the IAESTE
Summer '84 Trainee Program. Applications
and more information are available in the CPP
office. Deadline to apply is: December 15,
1983.
Students have the chance to be a trainee in
one of 46 participating countries. The posi..:
tions are for 8 -12 weeks during the summer,

and may be in a variety of settings such as a
research lab, production department, design
office, and others. You will be paid a "maintenance allowance" to cover your living
expen.ses while in training. Your expenses
include a $50 registration fee, approximately
$700 - $900 for 8 - 1·2 weeks in Europe.
Expenses are higher in other parts of the world.
You are responsible for your own travel arran-'
gements includ,ing cost. Placement is not
guaranteed.
-

You Can &e Guaranteed A Job In Mclnagement
Right After Graduation!·
Lt. Jer,.Y Burgess is making it as a Naval Officer. You can, too, if
you qualify. The Navy offers many excellent opportunities to
qualified applicants. · · ·
•STARTING SALARY OF $18,000 WITH SALARY
ESCALATION TO $30,000 BY YOUR FOURTH YEAR
• FREE .MEDICAL AND OENTAL CARE
• 30 DAYS PAID VACATION IN YOUR FIRST YEAR
• FULLY FINANCED GRADUATE PROGRAMS
• MANAGEMENT AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING
SECOND TO NONE
• PRIVATE CLUB FACILITIES
•WORLDWIDE TRAVEL
• PRESTIGE AND PERSONAL GROWTH
Lt. Burgess, your Navy campus representative: will be visiting
your campus soon. For immediate information, call him a~:
(617) 223·0222 COLLECT .
(9 AM· 3 PM, Mon.· Wed.)
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NEED A LITTLE EXCITEMENT?
SPEND YOUR FRIDAY NIGHTS
with

DEREK and JEFF.

GET YOUR WEEKENDS ROLLING!

•••
•••
•••
••
•
••
••

.

••• 6 - 9 pm FUNK with THE STARSHIPDIMENSIONS
with COMMANDER DEREK ASKEW
•••
•• 9 - 12 pm THE FRIDAY NITE 1/2 HOUR SPECIAL
••
with
•

-

••
•
••
•e

JEFF LINEHAN

e FEATURING:
e
9:30

THE LOCAL FOUR

•

10:00 FEATURE ARTIST OF THE EVENING

•
•
·•
•

8

e
a

•

......... ................... .
10:30 LAUGH HALF COMEDY CUTS

fl

•

11:00 TRIPLE SHOT

fl

-

Handicap Awareness
Events
_..._ ________ .... ____ ___ _________ ....
~"'-"

_..

By. Bonnie Bowden
Imagine walking across the
B.S.C. Campus, with only
darkness before you. What if
you were confined to a wheel
chair and went to park in a
handicapped space, only to
Hnd .·.ouJ 1:·anpth~r ,.no.a~
t1and'ic~·pi)et1 person'
taken your space? fmagine
the frustration of trying to finish assignments when a
learning disability blocks
you.r way.
There are many B.S.C. students who presently fall into
one of these categories .. But
rather than loo~ing for sympathy or special favors, many
of these students instead just
want to be treated like
anyone else. They neither
want to be singled out for
heroics or to be "objects of
fear."
The Handicapped awareness group is specially
formed to help the disavantaged student reach his or
her goals. An. informal group
that meets once a week, the
students discuss topics concerning them or just "R~p"
about any problems they may
be having in their lives.
Kevin Hebert, the group's
leader said, "Ignorance from
others is the biggest problem
handicapped students must
face. A handicap is not
contagious!
The group, in conjunction
with Nancy Clay of the Handicapped Services Office,
yvill be sponsoring a "Handica:pp Awareness Day", on
December 1st. Special features will include Doe West,
tlie Commi$sioner of Handicapped Affairs in Boston and
a 'panel discu'ssion with handicapped students:· The

-·has

CODE OP - 53

Navy Officers get

responsibility ·fast.
Call: 583 - 8332

group will also be assisted by
a public relations group who
have chosen handicapped
services at B.S.C as a class
project. Bob Eccleston, Fran
Mulligan, Laura Braur, Trisha
Gibson, Jack Murray, and
Bonnie Bowden will be pres.·enti:ntt.varh:njs··1'fd'eo.a.·trd·'B'~"~
ion features publicizing
handicap awareness in the
upcoming weeks.
Being handicapped is
nothing to be embarrassed
about and handicapped students just want to be treated
like any other college student As Kevin hlebert says,
"We hope to eliminate much
bf the stigma and embarrassment and instead create an
awareness, particularly
among. faculty. After allt our
top priority is t.he same as
everone else - education."

.••········•·••······•···•••.
...
HOW
TD
...•
... STUDY FOR .•.•
.... EXAMS••. ..
...
... AND PASS ..••
..
.!.
.
.
.
.

.

:

This valuable report shows
how to handle material in
: your toughest course so that
• you know it for your exams.
:
There's a study plan based
: on the orinciples of learning
• that eliminates a lot of for·

•

•

:
•

:

:
•

:

getting and

impresses the :
mind with material you have :

o

to know· so it sticks ... in •

:

•

a

~ :o:a~t~~s~; ~~~~f~~i:~~~~~~~~ ~
:
:

process to your advantage.) :
There's even a plan on how :

:

to cram ifthat's:.what you :

•
:
.:
:
:
:
:

have to do.
•
Get a copy. Save time, :
worry and get better grades !
in every course you ever take.. :
Send $1.75 plus 254t for :
handling to: J.B. Associates :
(Dept C11) P.O. Box 2582
:

. :

Taunton, Mass;02780 :
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Entertainment
B.S.C. Perks Up!
By Jeannie Pantanella
Last Thursday evening The
Bridgewater Arls . Review
sponsored a coffee house put
on by the Literary Exchange.
As Product.ion Manager of
the Arts Review., I felt obligated to make an appearance
as a representative of our
organization. I also dragged
along the Editor of the
Review: Well. we were
astounded! The show was
wonderful. Nancy Mindick,
the chairperson of the Literary Exchange and coordinator of the event, deserves a
round of applause. The show
was verY. su ccessfu 1--:overSO.
people attended, and not just
for the coffee ·and donuts,
either. The audience, made
up of both- students and
faculty, were attentive,
responsive, enthrawled.
Reminiscent of last semester's Studio Art, the show was
a collage of music, comedy,
magic, and fun. It began with
a trilogy of love songs sung
by Marion Norton. accompanied by Michael Langer on
piano. Marion, making eyecori}a.ctvvith .~·~eryorie in the

room at least once during
each.$ong was a perfect choice for the first act. She was
totally at ease with her
performance-a tone which
would remain for the rest of
the evening. Of the three
songs she sang ("Out Here
on My Own", "This Can't -Be
Love'', and "Through the
Eyes of Love") the last was
the clearest and most flattering of her talent.
.
Marion then dep_arted the
stage, where upon Michael
Langer delivered an original
tune (Let Love Spend the
Night), complete witp vocals,
proving .himself a talented
cbmposer as well as pianist.
Next on the stage was the
comedy team of Tom Poirier
and Doreen Anderson. Tom's
comedy was not up to par this
time. We, the audience, could
appreciate the work that went
into his act, comprised of the
interviews of a Brittish rock
star, a southern minister, and
Truman Capote; however,
although Tom is a very talented comedian, the c.;aliber
of his talent did not shine
through at this coffee house
as i~ did last ~emesterJn Stu:--

dio Art.
chard out of the audience
Now came the musical who sang, "You". Together
piece-de-resistance. From they sang, "You've Got a
the instant Denise Wallace · Friend", even getting· the
began to sing, the audience audience to join in . .In addiwas captivated. She sang six tion to commending Dave on
(Scottish and American) folk
a fine performance, we would
songs, filling the room with
like to thank him for the use
sweet, silvery, ethereal tones of the sound equiptment,
that accentuated her angelic which he provided.
presence. Demure in appearFinally, Mike Ricciardi took
ance, jubilant in voice, the stage and wowed the
D e n i s e .e m b r a c e s t h e audience with his unique
audience with her style. Her ... blend of magic and comedy.
singing reminds us of a Judy His professionalism became
Collins-type, but Denise isn't more than apparent when we
imitating anyone. She were all startled when an
doesn't have to. Her voice is unplanned food preparation
too beautiful in its own right.
buzzer went off, interrupting
On two of the songs
his performance. Retaining
("Christopher . Robin" and
his composure and always,
"Poncho and Lefty") Denise always his ~ense of humor,
was accompanied by Skye
Mrke calmly cal1ed out, "Ma,
Dumoulin who sang back- the chicken's done." He
ground vocals or harmony.
involved his viewers in his act
On the other four ("The
by turning around the old
Water is Wide'', "Selkie" a
trick of requesting a volunScottish ballad, "Another teer from the audience to
Suitcase in Another HaH'' assist in his act. This time he
from Evita, &nd "By-My-Side"
made the entire audience his
from Godspell), she soloed.
assistants; while one member
Next on stage was Dave of it was duped on stage.
Leo who sang, "You're My
The coffee house was a
great success.. f>.O much so
Home'.' and "Your Song". He
then called Tammy Blan- that the Bifdgewater Arts

Review, in conjuction with
the Literary Exchange will be
having another coffee house
on Tuesday November 22Qd,
at 7:00pm, in the Duxbury
Room (3rd floor Student
Union, near the Radio Station). To this coffee house we
invite all students and faculty
who dabble in poetry and/or
short stories to come, have a
cup of coffee and a donut,
and read some of their work.
If you have ever felt that a.
particular poem or story that
you have written makes
sense to you, but may not to
someone else, here is your
chance to read your work in
your voice and style. No one
will criticize your poem/story, so no one should feel
embarrassed or apprehensive. A number of people
have already expressed an
interest in attending, so we
hope to see many more of
you there. Come. Read anytt~ in g you have written (even
if you have already submitted
it). If you have a favorite piece
by a famous author, bring
that along. More details on
this coffee house are forthcoming. See you there.'"
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Scouting Reports from Clubland

·.• .

By Robert Flynn
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Thursday the 10th

Paradise, 967 Comm. Ave, Boston-Afterthe Talking Heads

Program Committee Events

1C

iC recorded ·speaking In Tounges, everybody developed a sud- -fc
-~den interest in native African music. Juluka is a band from it:
'1"-South Africa that plays the real thing - Zulu music. Their
iealbum, Scatterings, is highly rythmic, accented with Zul1,1 iC:
iechanting. Their songs, as one might well imagine, are highly i<
i( politicaL

Saturday,. November 12
D.J., Chris Harwood, in the RAT!
Dance the Night Away - - 9:00 - 1 :00 a.m.

They describe themselves as "The biggest, most*

Thursday, November 17

.~exciting live band in South Africa'.'. I'm not sure about that, but·,},-.::.:·
'1' they are definitly new and.hot.
"1"

~·

"Roundhouse" in the RAT - - 8:00 - 12:00

.
.
.
~
~
Scotch. 'n Sounds, Westgate Mall, Brockton, 584-1694 - A
"""battle of the bands is always a good place to see a lot of ..k
iedifferent bands at one time. Toni.ght, the final winner oftheir. .
ietwo week long contest will be r~vealed. The three bands vying..,...
for the title are locals you and I haven ever heard of before, so
·.

it..

·.

",

:t

iC

pick must be filed (as Rod Serling would say) under S for

~suprise.

*

"Cub Coda" in tt1e RAT

iC.

._1.,, this

·. . .

.

Friday the 11th

Friday, November 18

iC
it:
ic

Saturday, November 19
"Tootsie" will be shown in th S.U. Demonstration room. Tickets are
$1.00 BSC, $1.50 public, and available at S. U. Info Booth. Movie times:
8:00 p.m. on Saturday, z~oo p.m. on Monday

iC The W&stern Front, 343 Western Ave., Cambridge, 492-7.772 f
ie- Loose Caboose ·performe.d in the BSC ballroom _to a small""' .
iC audience, but if you were there, you know what a funky band iC

Sunday, November 20

_....,,they are. They play ii somewhat slower reggae than many ...ii.- .
~other popular groups and feature mostly originals.
.
~

i(

S.U.P.C. presents 'The Nutcracker" performed by the Connecticut
Ballet. Performance is in the S.U. Auditorium at 8:00. Tickets are available at Student Union Info. Booth - $3.00 BSC1 $5;00 public. /Jon't miss

~

.this traditional holiday ballet!

The Channel, 25 Necco St., The Waterfront,· EjJoston, 451-ic
1905 - Jon Butcher Axis is just back from touring England. ~
"t.They.· got a '.oto.f local air..playt.h.i~su. m. merfor·t·h.eirpr.·ogressive ~-···
-,... rock/new wave sound; You might remember. Life Tekes a..,..
i( Ute. A fun·band with good heavy/big S()Und.
· .

t· .
~

a

--tc

"**Reminder: Deadline for $50.00 deposit on Smuggler's Notch Ski Trip
(January 8 - · 13) is Monday, Nov. 28. Total price Is $1'66.95. Complete
"
details are available S.U. Info Booth.

.~

Saturday tht112ih

Chet's Last Cal(Causeway St:, Boston, 523-9298- StlckbaH

ic

ic is lead by Rich P~rsons, the former leader of Unnatural Axe, -iC
~ (Their single was "They Saved Hitlers Bra.iri

0

and Th8 Future ........
""" Da.ds. Stlckbalrs music is garage punk with songs about~
drinking beer and playing stick bait. With 'fab HOlldey. ·
·~.· ·

'ic

).

These· events are brought to you by the Student Union Program
Committee.

t.

~ Jonathans Swift's, 30 JFK St., Cambridge, 876-9887 - Tll
itC In a Vacuum. Go see them before they get any more famous.··""'

'"'JI'· TuHday is riding high on the success.of their new single·, Love . ·li;

-+c·¥¥¥.¥4~~¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥-:¥¥-¥¥¥
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Entertainment
Deal Of The Century
Isn't Such A Dear

Tired of sitting around
with your gun
at night? Well
(hen write for
TheComment

CONTEST NUMBER 'SEVEN:

1. What letters are not on the telephone dial?
2. What does the black racing flag, utilzed in automobile racing, mean?
·
·.. \
3. What was Walter "Radar'~ O'Reilly's pet dog's name, that he.
had back home? (T.V. series M.A.S.H.)? ·

4. Fill
(a)
(b)
(c)

in the blanks fqr these Rock 'n' roll groups.
Buddy Holly and The .. ~ ......... ..
Sty and The ............. .
Linda Ronstadt and The . . . . . . .. . . .. . .. ......... .

5. How many sides to a.snowflake?
AND THE WINNERS OF CONTEST NUMBER SIX AR.E: .
Paula Rizzo & Michael Raia .·
There were 5 ent.ries last· week and 3. had the correct·
answers. The winners ofthe tickets were chosen by raffle from
the names <Jf the five Winning entries. Congratulations to the ·

·· winn,ers and a.II· who cotret:t/y. answered the questions.
The answers to last week's questions are:
1. Wally's Filling Station.
2. One Flew Over Th·e Cuckoo's Nest.

3. Ai;Jmiral Benbow Inn.
4.

o.
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Live Your Fantasy

FRESHMAN CENTER WORKSHOPS
Freshmen who are interested in the following Workshops are urged to sign up at
the Freshman Center as soon as possible.

(one-hour shows directed by
students), and information is
Everyone at one time or posted on The Board .. oppoanother has fantasized about site the Green Room on the
"going on the stage." Here at second floor of the Student
B.S.C., there are ample Union Building.
opportunities to fulfill that
B.S.C. Children's Theatre
life-long fantasy. Ensemble plans 'the Maurice SendakTheatre, Bridgewater's co- /Carole King musical,
curricular theatre group, REALLY ROSIE for March,
holds bi-weekly meetings on 1984. And Ensemble Theatre
Tuesdays at 11 :00 A.M. (Free will present William ShakesHour), with activities planned peare's immortal THE TEMPthrough out the year.
EST in May; directed by
The production of CHI- Professor Robert Barnett, it
GAGO was the second high- will be set in the 21st Century
est box office attraction in and promises to be a unique
recent B.S.C. theatre history theatrical experience.
(topped only by MAN OF LA
Academic credit is given
MANCHA back in the late for participation in the major
1970's), but other major productions of Ensemble
shows are , already being Theatre and· B.S.C. Childpl~nned, and participation is ren's Theatre for perforopen.
mance onstage and behind
The lab Theatreclass' pro- the scenes.
duction of Bernard Shaw's
Live your fantasy!
HEARTBREAK HOUSE is Next ..Meeting: Tuesday,
now in rehearsal for produc- November 15th at 11:00 AM.
tion in December (technical in the Green Room oftheS.U.
help is needed for this ambi- Building.
tious effort).
Matt. Donoghue is Publicity
Auditions wilJ be held for Vice-President for Ensemble
various . studio productions Theatre.

By Matt. Peter Donoghue

• Career Development ~Workshop - Will include such topics as Self-Assessment,
Identification of Skills and Abilities, Interest Tes ting and Selecting a Major. The
workshop will take place four Wednesdays at 2:00 p.m. ;Nouember 9, 16, 30 and
December 7 in Ll04 in the Freshman Center. They will be conducted by Mr
Denny Ciganovic and Ms. Lisa Davisdon of the Career Planning and Placement
Office.
• Study Skills Workshop - Will include assessment of study skills as .well as ways
to improve your study habits: The workshop will take place two Tuesday's,
November {5 and 15 at 11:00 a.m. They will be conducted by Dr. Peter
Bizinkauskas in the Freshman Center.

•Time Management Workshop - This workshop would help you to budget your
time and set priorities. This workshop will take place on on Thursday, November
10, at 11:00 a.m., in L10 which is located on the ground floor of the Maxwell
Library. It will be conducted by Dr. Kirk Avery.

Rapid Time Flow:
.A Morning ·Problem

remind you, in case you have down on your pillow, close
forgotten, that for every min- your eyes, let a few minutes
pass by and now peek at your
ute in the AM, ten fly by.
How to tell time at 6 a.m. is Second, after your two and a clock. It's 6:30 a.m. isn't it?
a perplexing and momentous half minutes are up, open OK, try it again. Now it is 7:05
problem; this is especially your eyes slowly. Try to iden- a.m. It's just amazing how
true on mornings after wifd tify known objects in the . fast time flies at this hour of
weekends. I first must room.lfthisisdonecorrectly the day. Thank goodness it
llllllllllllllHlllllllllUlllllHllllHllllllllllllllllllllllllHlllllllllllHlllHllllJHHlllllHUlllllllllllllllllllHllll
emphasize to you that time in you will know for sure ·that slows down b.y noon, crathe morning passes much your eyes are now open and
wling for the next twelve
quicker than ·at any other that you are no longer in .a hours, or we would never
time during thA day ..You will dreaming state. Next, ca.re.;. have just 24 hours in a day.
notice that clock hands or fully turn your head in the You can continue to do this
digital numbers move at direction of your clock. Stare experiment as long as you
incredible speeds during the at it until "all" of the numbers
lil~e. but I would like to casuday. On the other hand, at are in focus. At this point DO ally m~ntion that your class
~pproximately 3 p.m. of any NOTCLOSEYOUREYESor starts at eight.
normal·sehool day;'the'hands else it will be all over for you.
move only five minutes for Now notice the whirring
every elapsed half hour. I will hands, or numbers for your .
i
try to explain this pheno- digital users. Try to concen- i '.Need a babysitter? Weemenon clearly. f'lease con- trate and don't let time pres- ! kends day and/or nights, i
template the following; be
,
i some weeknigMs. If out of i Thursday
Soup Du Jour
Soup Du Jour
advised that this, of course.is sure· you. If you have !i walk1'ng d1'stance from col- I' Assorted Juices
Assorted Co Id Cereals
Taco w/ Shredded lettuce Roast Turkey
followed
all
the
steps
cari
lege,
will
need
a
r1·de.
For
only my.personal conception
·
t· ·+
Fresh Fruit
Fried Chicken Nuggets
w/dressing and gravy
1y, you w1·11 ·now
no ·ice ·1h_ - m"'re
information, ·1eave
and interpretation of this · ·rect
b 6 03
~,
Scrambled Eggs
w/ choice of sauces
Mashed Potato
6
1 .- yo.ur name and num· b·er for i
.
Sausage
Peas
%lb Hamburger w/Bacon
common
morning pro b lem. i_s . a.m. or may he..f : fa.m.
I
Pancakes
French Fries
Cauliflower Au Grautin
"The inaudible and noiseless it ~ook you a w 1 8 to ocus. ~ Donna at The Comment
Italian Blend Vegetables
feet of time" run so fleetly at With that don~, you c.an
office.
i Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly
f u rt h er exp e ri me n t w 1th i '
night that hours seem to be
b d ·
th
.i Friday
Brunch
rapid-time-flow y omg e i.·-·-·~·----·-·--· Assorted
Clam Chowder
Juices
Clam Chowder
mere minutes. By morning following: lay your head b~ck
their pace slows slightly.
Assorted Cold Cereals
Hot Pastromi on Bulkie
Fried Fish Tails
Fresh Fruit·
Tuna Melts
Pepperoni Pizza
After turning off your alarm in
Mixed Vegetables
Onion Rings
Eggs to order
the morning,_ ten minutes
Waffles
Green Beans
escape when you lay your
Assorted Donuts
Sliced Carrots
weary head back down on
Toast/butter/jelly
your pillow for just one more
Saturday Brunch
Assorted Juices
Tomato Soup
Tomato Soup
minute. I want you to be
Steak & Cheese Sub
Assorted Cold Cereals
Chicken Cutlets
aware of th is aspect of
Eggs to Order
Tuna Salid on a Bulkie
w/Supreme sauce
"morning time" becaus.e the
French Toast
Ziti w/ Meatsauce
Home Fries
By
Joe
Gouveia
clinic
with
20
students
his
rapid. movement of the clock
Assorted Donuts
Zuchini and tomato
Italian Potatoes
and in ten· years expanded to TCJast/butter/jelly
will present a challenge to
Peas
The Children's· Physical 300 students. Students never
Cauliflower
you. However, I don't want
D eve I o p m e n t a I C I i n i c have rec e iv e d c red its Sunday ·Brunch
you to' be dis,couraged
Chicken Noodle Soup
Chicken Noodle Soup
located in the Kelly Gymna- (grades) for their volunteer Assorted Juices ·
because it is a challange yqu
Hot Tur~ey Sandwich
Assorted Cold Cereals
Roast Sirloin. of
sium every Saturday morning work, but work sheerly on
can rise to meet.
.
Fresh Fruit
Fried Clam Roll
Beef w/gravy
for
8
sessions
per
semester,
their
own
motivation.
The
Now for my !nstructions.
Potato Puffs
Pancakes
Grilled Knackwurst
has now reached a milestone clinic gave one clinician per Eggs to Order
w/Sauerkraut
First setyour alarm for 5:45
Assorted Donuts
Mashed Potatoes
in it's own development as it handicapped child.
a.m. not 6:00 a.m. Doing this
Beets
is now irito its 10th year of
Dr. Huber received his· Toast/butter/jelly
enables you to gain two and a
Broccoli
clinic
is
run
by
Master
of
Arts
degree
under
existence.
The
half minutes of extra snooze
Monday
Dr. Joseph Huber of the Johnson. Ten years ago Dr. Assorted
time during the quarter hour
Clam Chowder
Juices
Clam Chowder
physical education depart- Catherine Comeauwanted to Assorted Cold Cereals
before $.ix. Let me again
Chicken Fllet ori a Bun
Italian Sausage Sub
·;;,~
ment. Dr. Huber, however, start a clinic at Bridgewater. Fresh Fruit
Stuffed Peppers
Chinese Beef Pepper Sub
Fried Rice
wffomato Sauce
shall be leaving the clinic She looked for a pro.fessional Cheese Omelet
··,1
French Fries
Corn
next semester to continue in to run it, and hence Dr. Huber Waffles
Green Beans
Peas
Assorted Donuts
his own academics.
was hired. He has since run Toast/butter/jelly
t~_great
The Clinic is the only one his clinic similar to the way In Tuesday
of its kind in New England. Of which Johnson ran his. Dr. Assorted Juices
Chicken Rice Soup
Chicken Rice Soup
Baked Macaroni & Cheese
Beef Noodle Au Gratin
50 clinics that exist nation- Huber started the clinic with Assorted Cold Cereal
Chicken Cutlet Parmesan
BBQ Chicken on a Bun
wide, only 2 exist in state col- a mere 23 students and 20 Fresh Fruit
French Fries
Onion Rings
Eggs
leges. Bridgewater's is the children. Now, ten years Scrambles
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Pancakes w/Bacon
Sliced Carrots
only one in New England~ later, he is dealing with 95 Assorted Donuts
Broccoli
The other is at Slippery Rock students and 83 children.
French Bread
Tot;1st/butter/jelly
State College in PennsylThe concentration offered
Wednesda_y
Corn Chowder
Corn Chowder
vania.
here at Bridgewater is Motor Assorted Juices
Cold Cereals
Pizza
Pork Chops w/Stuffing
The idea of a clinic was f.irst Developement Therapy/ A- Assorted
Fresh Fruit
Turkey Tetrazzini.
~ Pounders w/ Bacon
conceived about 25 years dapted Physical Education, Ch'eese Omelet
Potato Puffs
Hot Apple Sauce
ago at the University of Mary- which deals with children French Toast
Mashed Potatoes
French Cut Green Beans
Assorted Donuts
land by a man named Warren
i ~ ~.CJ48S,~
. , • . ~ .• .
Oriental Blend Vegetables
..JOhct.1$,0D., ,..,J.o,tilflSM'.t•l.startecft'·«·~: "'~ .• ·'· .;o ' .. ·~see "'Ct.INIC''pg. 9.,' · "Toasttbl;ltterlje'fl'y' · ·

By Joyce E. Turnbull
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Children's Clinic Reaches
10th Anniv~rsary
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ocial Workers
at Work
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By Betty Reid Mandell

supervises the girls' daily
Chair - Departm~nt of Social lives.
Work ·
*Charlotte works at a shelter
for battered women and .their
Do you want to help peo- children. She counsels the
pie? Do you care deeply women and helps them find
about peop!e? Do you want resources such as Aid to
to use your best intelligence Families with Dependent
to help P·Bop!e solve prob- Children, housing, and day
!ems? Are you in tune with care. She also organizes
social issues and do you want recreation for the children in
to work with others to solve the house, and helps to write
social problems? Do you. grant proposals to the keep
want to go to bat for people in the shelter going.
their struggles to get the
*Martin is a hospital social
resources they need to lead a worker. He counsels patients
decent life? Can you laugh and works with the patients'
with people in their good families. Part of his placetimes and cry with them in the ment involves doing union
bad times? Consider being a work. His supervisor is the
union shop steward, and
social worker.
Social Work majors are Martin will help her organize
getting experience in their employees.
field internships. Seniors
If this kind of work interests
spend two days a week in an . you, you can major in social
agency in their Field Expe- work, which prepares sturience course, and juniors dents to do professional
work 60 hours a semester in
so9ial work upon graduation.
an agency as part of their The social work program was
given national accreditation
Social Work Practice course.
To give a snapshot view of by the Council on Social
what social workers do, I Work Education last spring.
Graduates of an accredited
shall briefly .describe a few
field work settings.
. Bachelor of Social Work proHeien is doing "reminis- gram may get one year
cence therapy" with sorne advanced standing· at a two
residents of a nursing home.
year M. aster of Social Work
She talks with them about
their past, helps ~hem write program. Two Bridgewater
,
State social work 1983 gradutheir stories, and publishes .·. ~tes: are. currently enrolled
some of them in a Weekly ·with a year's advanced standnewsleter. She is helping
ing in the Boston University
another group of residents to ;. Sctio..Q_l,,of Social Work._
write poetry.
:"
. :,, ,, ·
*Bob is at the Department of
All social work courses,
Social Services, working with except for senior field ·expea teen-age boy wh'o is having rience and "field seminar, are
problems In his foster home. open to all Bridgewater State
Bob also does a lot of work College studen_ts. If you have
with the foster parents, and any questions about the prowith the boy's teachers aJ his ·gram. you may eake an
high school. .
appointment with the Social
*Francine .As working at a Work secretary on the 3rd
community residence for floor of Burrill. to talk with a
delinquent girls. She· coun- faculty member or uppersels, plans recreation, and class student.
CLINIC (from p. 8)
and youth. Dr. Huber's
insight shows. he would like
to see Bridgewater helping
handicaps "from birth to
grave; from halfway houses ... tO nursing homes."
Henceforth, Dr. Huber is
·taking sabittical leave,· from
January of 1984 to August.
He is going to Temple University· in · Philadelphia to
study thereputic recreation
and medical gerentology,
which concentrates on the
study of .h.a,ndicapped adults
and retirees. With his new
knowledge, Dr. Huber hopes
to expand the present program, to "widen the scope;" If
a similar program is implemented here, D.r. Huber
believes that there are "developing employment oppor-'
tunities for B.S.C. graduates
who have the skitls.'r
Prof. Joanne Smith will be
1aking over for Dr. Huber during' the Spring Semester. Dr
Huber is glad that someone
with such high caliber as
Prof. Smith is taking over.
Prof. Smith has been
involved with the clinic since
it began a.nd .Hqber- states
that the quality of the clinic
can be easily maintained in
, such . goo,d . hands as .Jo

Comeau will also assist.
The clinic staff will surely
miss Dr. Huber next semester. However, due to his unique and sincere dedication
and meaningful teachings,
they are confident they
keep the high quality of the
clinic Dr. Huber has so devptedly established and maintained for the past ten years.

will

WASTE (from p. 1)
ces $725,000 for an emergency cleanup of the
hazaJdous waste from the"
CEC site. The cleanup was.
finished by December and
the. Bridgewater site had
been declared .. free of the
containerized hazardous
wastes by the DEQE.,
Although the DEQE has
declared the CEC free of containerized wastes, there is
still a considerable concern
with water contamination
and the exposure of leaked
wastes to the community.
If interested in finding out
more about the Cannons
Engineering Corporatjon,
tht3 Bridgewater Public
Library carries a detailed

manua_J .,catJed th~. R~n;>edial
.Smith's .. o;r. Catherine' Action Master PliJ:d,lor CEC~
;i
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Current jobs at our newest

in Middleboro include:

• Waitresses/Waiters
• Cooks and Helpers

•Dishwashers
• Hosts/ Hostesses

loc~tion

•Cocktail Servers
• Bartenders
• Bus Persons
• Office Personnel

We offer flexible working hours, very good pay and outstanding
benefits. Apply in person, Monday - Saturday between 9am 4pm at El Torito, 25 Bedford St., Middleboro, MA 02346.

Equal Opportunity Employer

NOW HIRING!
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MASS PI·RG Attacks Acid Rain
By Bonnie Bowden
The problem·'bfAcid Rain
is emerging as the most
important environmental
concern in the nation today.
High acid contents in our
waters have killed fish and
aquatic life in many of our
ponds, lakes and rivers.
MASS .Pl RG has taken up
the issue and has been pressuring state and loca~ officials to tke measure to abate
the problem. By speaking to
town boards, students am
not only lobbying to heli:
decrease the dangers of acic
rain, they are learning firs1
hand the workings of local
politics.
What exactly is Acid Rain'?
Matt Wilson; the B.S.C. PIRG
Advisor explained the problem and implications it can
have. "Coal burning produ"
LIBRARY (from •p. 1)
approaching the library Sat::urday morning and saw that
the light ou1s1ae ot the mailroom, .usually left on by. the
night janitor, was off. Upon
entering the building, she
saw the damage and notified
Campus Police.
Freedman said whoever
the vandals were knew what
they were doing. She pointed
out that on the ground floor,
which is usually dark; a per-

ces sulfur dioxide emissions, gas and Representative
which in turn affects the Moakly to support the
atm'ospnere, , prq,q 4qipg ?tt:;icJ ,f.lati-0nal .·bill~ _to cut Sulphur
rain. When .this rain falls," i1 Dioxlde Emissions· in haffby
lowers the ph. factor in our 1995. They are also lobbying
lakes, ponds and streams. for a Resolution in Mass. that
Rain in Massachusetts is 16 - will impose a cap on these
17 times as acidic as it should emissions. This bill would
help preserve our water. set
be."
This abnormal PH can an example for other states
create havoc in the water, and help start to control
causing a severe loss to the national Sulphur Dioxide
·
wildlife. Matt explained that Emissions.
Ch'uck Phillips, tt1e chair66% of lakes and rivers in Plymouth County are already man of the PIRG Acid Rains
critically acidified or nearly committee, says the level of
that point. Massachusetts involvement has been great
needs action to reverse the all around. "It used to be all
continual destruction of it's talk - no action from politiwater from Acid Rain. Cur- cians. It's great to see how
rently 20 - 30°/o of Acid Rain is repsonsive local leaders are
Massachusetts comes from to this cause. It's people makthis alone, MASS PIRG ing people take a stand."
The PIRG members will be
besides appealing to local
selectmen, are also calling on ·appearing at town meetings
Senators Kennedy and Tson- in Bridgewater, East and
West· Bridgewater and Whitman in the next few weeks.
Future aspirations for
son could not· be observed national PIRG volunteers will
whereas on the top floors the be to involve the presidential
risk of gettin9 caught is candic.tates in this crucial,
issue. There ·are currently
greater.
Both Dr. Cook and Officer over 16 PIRG chapters lookFrizzetti said that suspects ing for similar resolutions in
are being considered in this over 50 Massachusetts
burglary. In the, meantime, towns.
Acid rain is an international
Campus and Bridgewater
police along with federal pos- problem, involving Canada,
tal authorities are continuing as well as the U.S. More public awareness is crucial to the
to investigate.
cause. And it's a fact,"_MASSPIRG will be right behind it.
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*Sports*
One More
Bears
Business
Tournament!

Bears Lose Last Home Game

By Deb Santheson

-·

but couldn't capitalize and
Bridgewater too.k the second
Last Thursday, the Bridge- game. and the match with a
water State women's volley- final score of 15-12. "We
ball team played their last played well and had an excelBy Mike Storey
match of the season against lent season," said Phillips.
teams from Central ConnecAt her last official game of
ticut and the University of the ·season, senior Cindy
This past weekend brought
Bridgeport in a tri-rnatch at Cavanaugh was honored by
a close to the Fall Sports season for most teams that are
home. In Bridgewater's first her teammates and coaches
not going on for more comgame of the night against and was presented with roses
Central Connecticut, the and a gold volleyball charm.
petition in tournament play,
except the football team who
score was fa~d-~t 3-3. before She is the only senior on the
the Lady Bears. scored 12 team this year. Coach Philfinish up th.is Saturday in
Westfield.
unanswered pOi'nts fo wln the lips and Assistant Coach
game 1s:.3. But Centr.al Diane Kiley were also presAfter tabulating most of the
results over the past few
proved they weren't giving up ented with flowers . from the
by winning the second and team.
months it seems the women
third games with close scores
Bridgewater's season isn't
have faired much better than
of 17-15, 16-14. "The team over yet, however,. as they
the men in the Fal(of 83.
played very good ball," com- have been invited to play in
For example,thisweekend
mented Head Coach Kim the first ECAC tournament
coming up the women's volPh illips, "but we relaxed a bit for women's volJeyball which
Jeyball team travel to Western
too much."
will be held in Connecticut on
Connecticut for the ECAC
Attec a short break while ·November 11th ahd 12th.
Division Ill Tournament
Central Conn beat Bridge- "That's the one we ~anted,"
where they take on powers
port in two straight games, said PhiJlips, "I expect the
such as MIT and Mt. Holyoke.
Bridgewater was back on the women to do well." Teams
They finished the regular
court for a match against also playing in the ECAC are
season being the MASCAC
Bridgeport. In the first game, M.l.T., Mt. Holyoke,· and
·champions·{6-0) and with a
Bridgewater had fallen Western Connecticut.
very outstanding (22~13)
behind 5-0 before coming Bridgewater will be matched
record. Nobody expected
back to tie the score at 6-6. against M.1.T.
this at all. With a new coachBridgewater's Debbie ThoThe 1983 ·. All Opponent
i~g staff apd many oew faces
i;n th~,~~~~~~~~~~~h~s
mas then served 8 consecu~ women's volfeyball team for
tive points' to brirl'g tftl~··senre' .~":Srilrg'~water ·state College
ttf be given·. to head coach
to 13-6. The Bears then lost has been announced. The
Kimberley PhilHps and
and regained the serve for players were selected by.Jh~
assistant Diane Kiley for
Cara LaConti and she served coaches of B.S.C. based
turning this team into the surthe lasttwo points to win the skill, sportswomanship, and
prise of the fall.
first game 15-6. In game 2, dedication. The team this
The attitude on the team is
with the score at 2:...2, Donna year includes Cara LaConti,
very positive and has been
Procopio served 7 consecu- · Donna Procopio, Debbie
throughout the year. An
tive points bringing the score Thomas, Christine Thomson
example of this is spiker Deb
to 9-2. Bridgeport challenged and Karen Dennehy:
Thomas who, when .asked
••• ••• •••• • • • •• • ••• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • ••••• ••• •••• how she though.t the team
:
: would do against MIT(a Div:
: ision I JI power) on Saturday,
replied "I just want us to give
m
·
·
..
th_.em a- good game and show
•
• them we came to play. They
:
: won't beat us easily." These
:
.
: are words that could be
=spoken by anyone on the

on

luck ladies.
should give them some selfThe women's field hockey
satisfaction.
team had another super year
Speaking of dying, that's
finishing the season (13-4-3).
exactly what the footba_ll
The high point was being
team did against Plymouth
crowned ECAC Champs with
State on Saturday. With the
a (2-1) win over WPI. With
score (7-0) at halftime in
only two seniors graduating
PSC's favor, I thought we
from this squad they should
were really in this game conbe a Division Ill power in
sidering the second half has
usually been the time the
1984.
.
Another example of good
Bears start to get things
attitude is the fact that most
going. But it was not to be as
of the team is out running
the Panthers scored 31
everyday just to keep in
unanswered points in that
shape. It. seems they don't
half to totally embarrass the
know what to do with them- · . Bears (38-8) when the final
gun sounded.
selves now that they don't
have practice to go to.These
This week the Bears, now
girls are winriers and know
(3-5), hope to redeem themwhat they have to do to keep
selves and get some oHhe
·that winning edge.
pride back. that they lacked
This weekend the women's
this Saturday when.they take
and men's ·cross country. on Westfield.$tate (2:..6) in the
teams travel to SMU for the
season finale at Westfield. It
NCAA Qualifiers with' the
seems you always remember
winners traveling to Newport,
that last game, especially if
VA for the Finals. Our
you are a senior; so let's hope
women's squad·has an,excelthey go out winners this
lent chance of taking first in
Saturday.
this meet. L?St week te_am
lntramurals .
1ead~~tt. .~sa!f86.,,_,.· ·>·"'lftr'•men's flag footb~lf !he
and ·Lauren Dou·ghty both. ~ BAMFS repeatedas··chamwere named tothe All Ea.s~ · pions as:· ·they thra~hed
tepm as Bridg.ewater·state· · Smegma (16-6) in a Vf}rY::·
finished fourth in a field of
physical game. With the Mad,;'.
close to one hundred.
Dogs also being· two-time
On the men's side Scott chci"mps as w~ll. it seems that
Yakola and Dan Murphy hav.e we. have a few. dynasties in
good shots at qualifying for the rnakinQ.;,· ·>·~.:.. .
'
the Finals.With this being the
lntramuraLvolleyball has
last race of the year you know begun. ·. their·· ,·ptayoUs this
these people are going to let week as well with thetof),.four
it ail hang out come teams frqm each division
Saturday.
making the playoffs. Check
The men's s0ccer team fin- the intramural b,_oard for your
ished the last week of the sea- teams a·nd the times of your
son in great fashion with wins games.
over Nichols (2-1), Salve
Intramural basketball signRegina (1-0), and a tie versus ups will begin in a few weeks.
Curry (1-1) Their overall Rosters will be tabulated and
record (4-11-1} is by no schedules available before
means impressive, but the semester break. Play will
: out the attitude is different fact that they finished strong
See BEARS pg.11
: this year and I _.like it. Good and .didn't laY:-down and die
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Lecture Sponsored ~
by R ussilln Club ··

•
•••
: By Greg~. ry Mathis

...

: In only a few months, the 1984 Winter Olympics will open·in
: Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. Not" only will there be interest in our own
:athlet~~(but also interest in the athletes· of our biggest rival;·:
:-the l.J~~·
.
.
_. ·
. .
· :
• Stu.~ts at Bridgewater State .College will get a chance to•
:hear · · 'cture on.athletics in the Soviet Union on November:
:14: ... <·~·,
.
.,, .
.
,
.. :
: .Th~cture will be given by Armen Dedekian, who is the:
:torrn '.·''··- 'ational tennis championof Armenia, and is currently:
•teac
the Russra language at Browne-Nicholas High•
:scho Jn .Cambridge. Dedikian lived a.nd went to school in:
:erev · </Armenia. Last year he was a guest lecturer at Bridge-:
:water~~ accompanied .Professor Reordan's ·study group to:
:the Soviet.Union last March.
·
.
: ·
• The lecture Will also touch on the subject of the language•
:01ympics, which he is the official tester.
·:
: The event will take place in the Hanover Room, located _on:
:the second.floor in the Student Union. The lecture will begin at:
:3:30 and is sponsored. by t.h.e:. ~ussia. n Clu.. b. F. r.~.e refr.eshn:te.n.ts: ~~ars. ~?~~~p1ain,.J,~~~~~.:,.~x ~~~0) returns a kickoff in final home game ofP~~::::::n~~ ·
•will be available·
;·. 1 • 1 ·'.·~
<1 .• · · : t',·,·:.".''-'
,•,.,i_,, ... ~,_.;~~ .. •.: . . . .,,,,.,-._.,......
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Field Hockey Season Ends At ECAC's
By Gregory Mathis
Last week it was reported
that the Bridgewater State
College women's field
hockey team was being considered for a NCAA Division
Ill tournament.
The tournament births
were announced last week
and B ridgewa~er State was
not invited. Bridgewater's 134-3 record was better than at
least two .. teams that were
invited. "It was disappointing," said Head Coach Mary
Lou Thimas, "I thought we
had a competitive enough
schedule, and there were

. teams that made the tournament with worse records than
ourselves."
Salem State won the Massachusetts State College division which assured them of a
birth. BSC finished in second
place but felt they had a legitimate chance at an at-large
bid.
Wheaton College was the
other Massachusetts team to
get invited.
Bridgewater finished the
1983 campaign last Wednesday night dropping a 4-1
decision to Division I Rhode.
Island.
The loss in the final game

about next year." Next year
Thimas has scheduled both
Salem State and Wheaton
College for the Bears. The
philosoP.hY here is to play the
better teams more so, "the
committee will not be able to
overlook us next year."

and the fact that they were
not picked for the NCAA's
has not effected Thimas's
view on the season as a
whole. "f was very pleased
with the season," she said,
"We displayed a lot of balance attack wise."
The Lady Bears will be losing one of their most potent
offensive stars next year in
Dot Soufy, who is a senior
this year. The only other
senior on the squad is Lori
Nelson. Thimas was encouraged with the play of the
underclassmen towards the
end of the season, which
"makes me very excited

0

Women's
Rugby
Club
Plymouth State halfback literally walks all over Bridgewater defense.

Photo:Ed Santilli

-Wrapup

By Rozey Silva

BEARS (Con't from p.10)

begin the first week back in
January.
A.new sport will be added ·
this winter with an Indoor
Soccer league beginning in
January as well. Anyone
interested· in being the
Intramural Supervisor (a paid
position) should see Mike
Storey in the Kelly ·Gym
(114)~
.·
BAIRS. ·•
. Tickets wrn soon be avai la- ·
ble f~r the Celtics game with
the San Antonio Spurs (Nov.
30, Wednesday) a,nd the Boston Bruins\ls Montreal Canadians. (Dec.. 8, Thursday).
Tickets wil~I be $10.00 which
· include your 'ride to the
game.
'
Applications tonheTurkey
Trot (November 22, 3:00
p.m.) will .also be available
next week.
Two dates have been
reseryed for Ice. Skating at
the nearby Taunton rink.
They are Nov. 28 a~d Dec.5,

Mc'mday nights from 10-11
p.m. Pucks and sticks will be
allowed, but no formal games
will take place; Cost will be
$3.00 per ho'ur. A bus may be
available· for transportatiOn.
More details later. A goo<;t
response to these skate
nights could lead. into a night
_hockey league on a regular
basis in the second semester.
lnforrnation on. upcoming
-ski trips wiH also be available
in the.· Student Union next
week. SeeMike Mende.lsberg
for more information, also.
Kelly Gym
The Kelly gym and pool wi,11
be closed this Friday and Saturday (Nov. 11-12) because
of Veterans. Day weekend. It
will re-open at its regular time
on Sunday night at 6:00 p.m.
The facility will also close
early tonight at 8:00 p.m.
Have a nice long weekend
and get ready for the basketball season. It's just around
the corner.
..

The. Bridgewater women's
Rugby Ctub defeated Whea~
ton College, 12-0 in front of a
large Homecoming crowd.
Both teams showed strong
defense in the first half. Near
the end of the half, Jackie
Thayer, Bridgewater's scrum
half found a opening in the
defense and scored the first
tri. Bridgewater lead 4-0 at
the end of the first half.
The· second half found
Bridgewater dominating. The
only time Wheaton got the
ball over the 50 meter line
into Bridgewater territory
waslateinthehalf,whenone
of their scrummers kicked
the ball wildly. Kelly . Ann
Quilty. tracked the ball down
and ran It back into Wheaton
territory. Linda. MacGillvray
grabbed. a lose ball.and dove
into the tri zone to ·score
Bridgewater's second ·. tri.
Alli.son Petrosevich flicked a
''picture purfect" pass to
Sally Prescott to finish off the
scoring.· Although the score
was 12-0, Wheaton showed
great defense, for Bridge..
water could have scored
m9r~. tr.is;.
.. . . . . .
.
:: Satur,da-y, October .. 29
:"'•1, "'~·a'"""·"-":.:'~ t (

">·"t *- • ··.~·,·•

t. 4i

)",l

found Bridgewater's Rugettes at Boston College. They
played a . tough game, but
came out on the short end of
a 16-10 score. Boston College c~me on strong, scoring
three of their four tris in the
first half.
This did not put a damper
on Bridgewater's hustle as
the offense got tough. In the
beginning of the second half,
Lainie McCabe s.cored
Bridgewater's first tri. The
defense also gottough. They
held Boston College to only
one tri in this half. Prescott
tore through th'e BC defense
to score Bridgewater's
second tri. The two point-kick
attempt by Kelly Ann Quilty
was good. The score may not
indicate it, but BSC played a
very· aggressive game and
should be commended on
their hustle and "never ·say
·die" attitude,
.
,
The Bridgewater Women's
Rugby Club finished their
season with a 2-2 record. The
Fall season may be over, but
there is still the Spring sea.!
son. If you want to be a part of
a winning team, become a
,Bri.d_g~VJ'!tfJr Rµg.ett~ !n.
~prlng'.

···~ t" '<"*'11"~""., -.·
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.OUR LOST PETS ARE SAFE IN THE POUND,

DEAD WRONG.

CONCERNED PET OWNERS
·r· Pro-Pets, a citizen-based coalition by former State Seti.ater Sam Rotundi, needs

volunteers to work
for the repeal of the MASSACHUSETTS POUND SEIZURE LAW between November 3 and
Nov~rnber 21, 1983.

· 11 The present law allows any pound animal to be sold for $2.00 or $3.00 to research labs for
experimentation. These animals are frequefltly house pets which only have strayed from their
homes. Should the innocent wandering of the animals be exploited like this?

·r If you feel as we do, and would lik~ to assist all those pets which cannot act for themselves, please
call 697 .. 1200 extension 2313, at Bridgewater State C9llege. We ·will be glad to tell you what you can
do to help us and each and every o~e of 9ur pets.

